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VP/USPS-14.

USPS-LR-K-67, file CASING04_Revised.xls, sheet ‘EstimatesofCased.Sat.Ltrs.Flts’

shows in cell B13 a total FY04 Saturation Mail Letter-Route Casing Cost for flats of

$28,452,000.

a. What is the total number of IOCS “handling mail” tallies that underlie the

development of this cost?  

b. Aside from the tallies included in response to part a, did any other tallies

contribute to this cost?  

(i) If so, how many and how much of the $28,452,000 costs was accounted

for by these other tallies?

(ii) Since any other such tallies were not “handling mail,” what activity was

recorded for any other such tallies?

c. Of the total number of “handling mail” tallies supplied in response to part a,

how many indicated in response to IOCS question 22 that a single shape piece of

mail was being handled?   (See Handbook F-45, In-Office Cost System, pp. 12-8

to 12-11, which was provided in Docket No. R2000-1, in USPS-LR-I-14.)  For

any tallies that indicated something other than a single shape piece of mail was

being handled, how many indicated “item,” how many indicated “container,”

and how many indicated something else (please specify)?

d. Of the total number of “handling mail” tallies indicating that a single shape

piece of mail was being handled, as supplied in response to part b, regarding the
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IOCS query as to whether a DAL or a piece associated with a DAL was being

handled, how many of those tallies indicated “Y” (i.e., “yes”)?

VP/USPS-15.

a. Please assume that, at the time an IOCS tally is taken, a city carrier is collating

two bundles of saturation flats into a single bundle (as described by witness

Lewis (USPS-T-30) at Tr. 6/2431-32), which subsequently will be taken to the

street as a single “extra” bundle.  

(i) Would the cost of such tally be charged to saturation flats?

(ii) Would the cost associated with such tally be included among the cost of

casing flats (e.g., included in the $28,452,000 identified in VP/USPS-14

above), or would it be recorded as some activity other than casing?  If

recorded as some other activity, please specify how it would be

recorded.

b. Do IOCS tallies distinguish between the activities of (i) casing and (ii) collating

flats?  If so, please explain how, and provide a reference to Handbook F-45 that

explains how collating of flats is to be recorded when an IOCS tally is taken.

VP/USPS-16.

Please provide the total number of IOCS tallies recorded as “handling mail” for each of

the following MODS cost pools:  BCS, OCR, and BCS/DBCS.
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a. For each of the above MODS costs pools, please provide a breakdown of the

“handling mail” tallies showing the following level of detail:  (A) handling an

individual class or subclass of mail (and for such single-subclass tallies, (i) the

number handling a single piece of mail, and (ii) the number handling more than

one piece of mail (such as a bundle, tray, etc.)), or (B) handling mixed mail,

etc.

b. If ECR saturation DALs are included among the mail when more than one piece

is being handled at the above MODS cost pools, please indicate how they would

be recorded by the IOCS tally. 

VP/USPS-17.

If a DAL is inadvertently recorded as a “card” or as a “letter” on an IOCS tally, please

indicate how the editing procedure finds the error and changes it to a “flat shape,” as described

by the Postal Service in its response to a question to witness Smith (USPS-T-13) by Valpak at

Tr. 7/2717.  (See reference to USPS-LR-K-9, Appendix B, p. 137, cited in the Postal Service

response filed on July 15, 2005, redirected from witness Smith.)


